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	Lead2pass MB6-872 exam material details are researched and created by the Most Professional Certified Authors who are regularly

using current exams experience to create precise and logical dumps. You can get questions and answers from many other websites or

books, but logic is the main key of success, and Lead2pass will give you this key of success.

QUESTION 31

Which of the following is a valid workflow type in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012?

A.    Accounting Workflow

B.    Currency Manager Workflow

C.    Order Management Workflow

D.    Organization Workflow

Answer: D

QUESTION 32

When adding a manual decision to a workflow, which option should you select if you want to assign the decision to specific users?

A.    Participant

B.    Queue

C.    User

D.    Workflow User

Answer: A

QUESTION 33

Which of the following statements about workflows in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is true?

A.    Line-level workflows are available for each workflow type.

B.    A workflow can be specified for individual line items on a document.

C.    A single workflow cannot be invoked for all line items on a document.

D.    Workflow processes run at the header level rather than at the line level.

Answer: B

QUESTION 34

In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, which of the following statements about the default workflow performance analysis reports are

true? (Choose all that apply.)

A.    Workflow performance analysis reports can provide overall performance numbers for workflow instances.

B.    Workflow performance analysis reports can provide the amount of time required for the workflow code to execute.

C.    Workflow performance analysis reports can provide performance numbers for all workflows, broken down by user.

D.    Workflow performance analysis reports can provide performance numbers for a specific workflow, broken down by workflow

element.

Answer: DA
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QUESTION 35

Which of the following statements about viewing workflow history in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is true?

A.    Workflow history for some workflow types cannot be viewed in the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 client.

B.    Workflow history for completed workflows cannot be viewed in Enterprise Portal for Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.

C.    Workflow history for a User Workflow type workflow cannot be viewed in Enterprise Portal for Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.

D.    Data for advanced flow controls and line item approvals can be viewed in the workflow history in the Microsoft Dynamics AX

2012 client.

Answer: D

QUESTION 36

In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, on which calendar is the date dimension of the default cubes based?

A.    360 day

B.    fiscal year

C.    Gregorian

D.    ISO week date

Answer: C

QUESTION 37

In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, which default cube provides data that assists in tracking the history and current status of business

processes?

A.    Customer Relationship Management

B.    Expense Management

C.    Production

D.    Workflow

Answer: D

QUESTION 38

Which of the following actions can you perform by using the Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services project wizard? (Choose all

that apply.)

A.    Update a deployed default cube.

B.    Update Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

C.    Create Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for any cube.

D.    Create Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for only the default cubes.

Answer: BA

QUESTION 39

Which of the following actions does the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Setup Wizard perform? (Choose all that apply.)

A.    Deploy the default cubes.

B.    Install the Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services extensions.

C.    Create the Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services configuration.
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D.    Remove legacy Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services reports.

E.    Verify that the prerequisite software has been installed on the Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) server.

Answer: ECB

QUESTION 40

Which of the following procedures must be completed to integrate Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 with Microsoft SQL Server

Analysis Services? (Choose all that apply)

A.    Automate the processing of the cubes.

B.    Grant users access to the default cubes.

C.    Run the Microsoft Dynamics Cube Deployment Utility.

D.    Perform the final configuration of the cubes by using the Configuration form.

E.    Connect SQL Server Analysis Services to the Application Object Server (AOS) by using the Business Intelligence Analysis

Servers form.

Answer: EBA
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